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1.1. Market highlights
➢

Vaccination campaign is accelerating in developed countries. It took 5 months to vaccinate
the first billion persons and only 5 weeks to vaccinate the second billion…

➢

While the global economy may have turned the corner, the road ahead to full recovery is
still long. Earnings recovery pushed equities slightly higher in May. Cyclicals continue to
outperform growth stocks due to reflation thematic. Credit market remains strong. Default
rate are contained (supported by aid measures). The “rising stars” offer nice opportunities.

➢

The US issued broadly strong economic data helped by reopening. Despite the improved
environment, jobs data went out lower than expected for the second consecutive month.
This situation reinforces the FED in its ultra-dovish monetary policy and could confirm that
the inflation we are currently seeing is transitory. We think that investors have to see more
pressure on salaries and acceleration in M2 velocity to see a major change in interest rate
policy.

➢

On the other hand, the German 10Y yield rose from -0.20 to -0.18 but remain still negative.
As said many times, the European situation is more tricky. Greece to German yield spread
reached its lowest level since 2008 at 101 bps.

➢

USD was again under pressure in May. Watch out the 89 level support on the dollar index
(DXY). CNY hit its highest level since 2018.
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1.1. Market highlights
➢

After a strong performance in April, Commodities confirmed its bullish momentum in May
despite Chinese officials’ announcement to tackle the rise. Is the super cycle taking place or
is China able to derail the craze?

➢

Equity valuations are stretched. But most of companies are sitting on tons of cash. This
should favor M&A and share buybacks what may support equity markets by the end of the
year.

➢

Crypto “hangover” after a stellar month in April, most of digital assets have been sold off in
May. Volatility will remain high, but we don’t think that this asset class will go away.
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1.2. Is the inflation we are seeing transitory?
➢

Inflation has been the hot topic these past few months, with rising commodity prices, supply-chain
bottlenecks and the strong economic recovery all fueling inflation expectations.

➢

With the latest US CPI print at 4.2% YoY, the big question is now the extent to which these
inflationary pressures prove “transitory”.

Indeed, while
commodity prices
and the reopening
partly explain the
fast-rebounding
inflation,
base effects are
contributing
significantly:
given the fall in
prices
triggered
by the lockdowns
in March, April
and May of 2020,
the YoY figures
released now are
artificially higher.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bloomberg.
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1.2. Is the inflation we are seeing transitory?
➢

The US core PCE, the inflation measure closely watched by the Federal Reserve, posted its biggest yearon-year jump since the 1990s in April, rising more than expected and fueling concerns about price
increases.

➢

The commerce department’s core personal consumption expenditure index, which strips out volatile food
and energy costs, rose 3.1% last month compared with a year ago. This bring the index well above the
Fed’s 2% flexible target (as a record, the Fed had indicated that it would allow inflation to run above 2%
for an extended period).

Source: BEA, St Louis Fed.
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1.2. Is the inflation we are seeing transitory?
➢

It may be transitory, but the most eye-catching development from the monthly publication of
manufacturing PMIs was supplier deliveries problems in the US.

➢

The last time it was this high came during the oil embargo of late 1973. The Covid-19 shutdown also
proved to be a big interruption to business. The question is how quickly the bottlenecks can be cleared.

Source: Bloomberg Opinion.
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1.2. Is the inflation we are seeing transitory?
➢

But numbers look more under control when looking at the same measures of US inflation (PCE and CPI)
by using the preceding 2 years average (rather than the previous 12 months). This smooths out the last
year's epic collapse and the subsequent acceleration.

And, most importantly, hopes still lie on a
combination of higher inflation and growth,
which is infinitely preferable to stagflation…

Source: Gavekal Research/Macrobond. Mirabaud.
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1.2. Unemployment
➢

The US created 559’000 new jobs
in May, below the estimate of
675’000 but less disappointing
than in April. As a comparison,
before 2020, there were only two
months that saw more jobs created
than this over the past 50 years.

➢

Labor force participation declined,
suggesting there was still some
hesitance among Americans to
rush back into the workforce.
Some have attributed the situation
to
generous
unemployment
benefits, which are set to end
around Labor Day.

➢

Statistics should be treated with
caution, as distortions may appear
in the short term, but this last
report provides evidence that the
Fed has been right in its
assessment that there is still a way
to go until we see a peak in
employment.
Source: Bloomberg, Mirabaud. Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research.
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1.2. PMIs and MSCI World

Source: Bloomberg, 31/05/2021
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1.2. An emerging problem
➢ Another issue is the divergence between the developed and emerging worlds. Emerging markets have
outperformed on the way down, and underperformed on the way up.
➢ One further problem for emerging markets is that input prices are also rising sharply. The last time they reached
these levels, in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, prices stayed high for a couple of years before settling into
the prolonged bear market that is now over.
➢ This, however, should be temporary and normalize. We remain positive on emerging markets over the long term.

Source: Bloomberg, Markit, Baltic Exchange, Macrobond, BNP Paribas.
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1.3. Long term views
➢

The current economic environment has nothing in common with past recessions. Thanks to fiscal and monetary support
measures, there has been no “destruction” of demand. Governments around the world will extend or renew their support to
the private sector. There is currently no limit to government spending because there is no price to pay. Fiscal and tax
policies are now a major component of recovery scenarios.

➢

The commercial and political tensions between the USA and China (and incidentally Russia) will remain, with the rise in
economic power of China. The latter is behaving more aggressively (Hong Kong is a good illustration of the Chinese
evolution). This should not prevent some cooperation, but the creation of two rival blocs is inevitable. The Taiwan issue
could become a source of instability.

➢

Rates will stay low; Central banks will finance the excess spending. “Unlimited” spending could last as long as confidence
remains. Europe lags, but will recover and catch up in the second half of the year.

➢

Real interest rate will continue to sink, especially in the US. US twin deficits will grow; a long-term weakening of the dollar
is likely.

➢

Investments in straight government and corporate bonds should be made using the cheapest possible vehicles, if and when
one has to buy. Avoid sure loss-making securities.

➢

Covid-19 reinforces the trend toward deglobalization or less globalization. Robotization, AI and data management, are
themes that have many years to go. The world will have two deal with two technological, military, and economic powers
(Asia-China, Occidental-US). Asia remains the engine of global growth along with the USA.

➢

Europe made a first step toward a fiscal union in May 2020, Europe, as a political entity will be able to levy taxes, it is a
game changer for the region. It strengthens the credibility of the Euro. The COVID-19 crisis and Brexit are opportunities to
deepen European integration. Europe has started to plan how to spend the money from the recovery fund. The important
question which remains is: will the Stability pact be reinstated, if yes, when?

Source: Premyss.
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1.3. Long term views
➢

Demand will be strong in low carbon emitting infrastructure and green energy, thanks to regulation and government
spending. America is back on the fight against global warming. It will quicken the pace towards a greener capitalism. The
need for industrial metals is expected to rise sharply in the next few years. Prices could reach unprecedented levels. There
are more question marks about oil. It is still impossible to do without it for decades to come, however the increase in
demand should be small to nil at best for the foreseeable future. Climate activists are pushing the oil majors to stop all
exploration of new oil fields, which could drastically reduce the supply of black gold. To be followed.

➢

Gold is back in its bull market; It is a hedge against low (or lower) real interest rates, the opportunity cost is nil. It is a
good portfolio diversifier. Gold remains a building block of any portfolio in the current environment.

➢

Portfolio volatility should be managed through option strategies.

➢

Has the Nasdaq/Tech “candle” (sharp upward acceleration at the end of a multi-year uptrend, which at one-point reverses
quickly) started its downward phase? Due to the current strong economic environment, a consolidation is more probable.
The “end of a cycle” feature doesn’t mean a sharp correction for 2020 market leaders, but rather an underperformance.

➢

Equities will deliver better (real) returns than bonds over the next ten years, but expect lower than average historical
returns, valuations don’t matter until they do. Earnings growth will keep the party going, earnings revisions remain
strong.

➢

Every bull market goes up in stages. A consolidation is probable and even desirable. There is no reason to expect a crash
without an external shock. Bonds markets remain in a bubble thanks to the central banks.

➢

A change in fiscal policies is the main risk for equity markets. It seems unlikely that this risk will materialize in 2021. On
the other hand, a reduction in securities purchases by central banks (tapering) in the coming weeks won’t call into
question the current investors optimism.

➢

Crypto assets are becoming increasingly popular, thanks in part to the network effect and ease of use. Decentralized
finance is a fast-growing industry. It is cheaper and more rewarding than traditional finance. It is likely that in five to ten
years, a significant portion of the financial sector's revenue streams will have gone to DeFi. The wave of business
innovation in the sector in exponential. It has the potential to be an important contributor to global growth in the years to
come.
Source: Premyss.
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2.1. Equity Performance Review
➢

Markets ended slightly positive in May due to concerns that upside data surprises may result in a more
persistent inflation. Nasdaq, a tech-heavy stock index, was negative.

➢

Brazil’s economy bounced back to pre-pandemic level, despite Covid-19 ravage across the country.
Brazil’s stimulus was the largest among emerging economies, roughly the double in percentage of
gross domestic product compared to China and India.

Equity Indices
MSCI WORLD
S&P 500
NASDAQ
BRAZIL
Euro Stoxx 50
Stoxx Europe 600
FTSE 100
CAC 40
DAX
IBEX
MIB
SMI
NIKKEI 225
HANG SENG
SHANGHAI
RUSSIA RTS
VIX

% YTD in USD
10,6%
11,9%
6,7%
5,6%
13,8%
12,1%
12,7%
16,2%
12,5%
13,4%
13,3%
4,6%
-1,0%
7,0%
6,5%
15,1%
-26,3%

% YTD in EURO
10,5%
11,8%
6,6%
5,5%
13,7%
12,0%
12,4%
16,1%
12,4%
13,3%
13,2%
4,5%
-1,0%
6,9%
6,8%
15,1%
-26,4%

% 1M in USD
1,3%
0,5%
-1,5%
10,2%
3,4%
3,9%
3,6%
4,6%
3,6%
5,5%
6,0%
4,6%
-0,1%
1,6%
6,5%
7,6%
-9,9%

% 1M in EURO
-0,4%
-1,1%
-3,2%
8,5%
1,6%
2,1%
1,9%
2,8%
1,9%
3,8%
4,3%
3,0%
-1,8%
-0,1%
4,9%
5,9%
-11,6%
Source: Bloomberg 31/05/21.
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2.2. Sector Performance Review
➢

Again financials, energy and materials were among the strongest performers this month.

➢

European discretionary performed well lifted by positive earnings reports in the luxury and
automotive sectors.

➢

Growth stocks lagged in May as the sectorial rotation continued.

Sector performance
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Telecommunication Services
Utilities

Europe % YTD
19,7%
8,8%
14,4%
19,9%
6,2%
15,1%
16,1%
16,3%
12,6%
0,9%

Europe % 1M
4,5%
3,3%
3,2%
3,4%
2,0%
2,5%
0,1%
1,7%
1,1%
0,7%

USA % YTD
6,0%
4,2%
36,2%
28,5%
8,6%
18,3%
5,9%
20,1%
16,0%
3,3%

USA % 1M
-3,9%
1,6%
4,9%
4,7%
1,7%
2,9%
-1,0%
5,0%
-0,1%
-2,8%

World % YTD
7,8%
5,5%
28,5%
24,9%
6,7%
14,0%
5,8%
16,1%
14,0%
2,7%

World % 1M
-1,1%
3,0%
5,1%
4,8%
2,1%
2,9%
-1,0%
4,3%
-0,2%
-0,8%

Source: Bloomberg 31/05/21.
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2.3. Performance Review, FX and commodities
Currencies

➢

Against USD
YTD

1M

EURO

0,1%

1,7%

JPY

-6,1%

-0,2%

GBP

4,0%

2,8%

CHF

-1,5%

1,6%

CNY

2,4%

1,6%

HKD

-0,1%

0,1%

CAD

5,2%

1,8%

AUD

0,5%

0,2%

Against Euro
YTD

1M

USD

-0,1%

-1,7%

JPY

-6,2%

-2,0%

GBP

3,7%

1,1%

CHF

-1,7%

-0,1%

CNY

2,7%

0,0%

HKD

-0,2%

-1,6%

CAD

5,1%

0,1%

AUD

0,4%

-1,5%

Against CHF
EURO

YTD

1M

1,6%

0,1%

USD

1,6%

-1,6%

JPY

-4,5%

-1,8%

GBP

5,3%

1,3%

CAD

6,7%

0,3%

AUD

2,0%

-1,3%

HKD

1,4%

-1,5%

➢

➢

The USD continued to depreciate. CNY reached a
new high since 2018.
Chinese
authorities
announced
stepped-up
measures to curb commodity prices which are
threatening the country’s recovery.
With negative real rates, gold outperformed.

WTI Crude Oil
Brent Crude Oil
Gasoline
Natural Gas
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium
Aluminum (LME)
Copper (LME)
Corn
Wheat
Soybean
Coffee
Sugar
Cotton
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% YTD in USD

% 1M in USD

36,7%
33,8%
52,0%
18,2%
0,4%
6,2%
11,0%
15,6%
25,4%
32,1%
35,7%
3,6%
16,4%
26,6%
12,1%
5,1%

4,3%
3,1%
5,9%
0,3%
7,8%
8,1%
-1,1%
-3,7%
3,6%
4,4%
-11,3%
-10,6%
-2,6%
16,0%
-0,5%
-6,1%
Source: Bloomberg 31/05/21.
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3.1. Long-term investment strategy
➢

We think diversification into long-term themes will provide real benefits to traditional sector
allocation in the current investment landscape. Many sectors (such as the car market) are
disrupted and challenged by technological developments.

➢

Short term noise may bring volatility up but we focus on secular trends: implementation of our
Innovation-societal impact-environmental footprint 3-dimensional approach.

➢

Our equity exposure is centered around: Technology (Robots, Cybersecurity, Artificial
Intelligence), Biotechnology, Societal as well as Environmental impacts.

➢

We continue to look for opportunities to increase our equity exposure on weakness. But actual
levels are stretched.

➢

In a context of low interest rates, “bond proxy” equity dividend strategies (companies with solid
balance sheets) seem attractive to us. We focus on companies that could pay dividends again.
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3.2. Current Asset Allocation
➢ Our current allocation is 55.8% Risky Assets*, 17.5% Investment Grade Bonds in our Balanced EUR portfolio model.
Asset
allocation

Equity allocation: neutral.
Bonds: underweighted.

Cash: neutral.
Core allocation

Equities

Regions/
sectors

• Developed Markets (USA and Europe).

Investment
style, stock
selection

• Global growth themes.

Duration

• Emerging Markets, China & Vietnam.

• “Bond proxy” dividend selection.

Tactical allocation
• UK basket.

• L/S alternatives.

• Sustainable finance strategies.
• Short duration (short-term HY and mediumterm IG in Europe).

• Short duration in USD.
Bonds &
currencies

Commodities

Bond
segments

• Investment Grade USD and Euro, High Yield
corporates EURO.

• Convertible bonds.

Currencies

• Neutral.

• Crypto basket.

• Gold.

• Copper.

* Risky Assets = Equities + ( High Yield Bonds * 0.6 factor)
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Source: KBR.
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4. Fixed Income Indices

Year-to-date Fixed Income indices total return

Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. The multi trillion $ question hanging on bond market:
transitory or permanent inflation ?

Source: KBR.
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4. The multi trillion $ question hanging on bond market:
transitory or permanent inflation ?

Federal Reserve seeming “abnormally” dovish:
still sticking to its dual mandate remaining
focused on maximum employment & price
stability but emphasis on “true unemployment”
(adjusted for workers leaving the workforce)
hovering around 10%.

Source: KBR.
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4. And when is the Fed tapering?
Markets participants fearing Federal Reserve being “behind the
curve” but Fed well aware of markets behaviour after “taper
tantrum”. At that time Fed revealed its intention to reducing pace of
bond purchases in May 2013, 10 year real yields shut up by 150 bps.
According to many economists each 1% hike on the TIPS yield
shrugs off circa 1,5% to 2% GDP growth.
Fed just announced its plan to wind down its Pandemic Corporate
Credit Facility (current size of corporate bonds & ETF holdings
standing at USD 13,7bio), a program launched in March 2020. Fed
currently holdings of USD 5,2bio of IG bonds & USD 8,6bio of IG &
HY ETF. The unwind expected to be orderly & unlikely to see
dislocations from sales.
Next couple of FOMC Committees to debate over USD 120bio in
monthly asset purchases (NB Fed’s balance sheet circa USD
8trillion).

Source: ICE BofAML, Federeal Reserve.
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5. Equities : Earnings
➢ Posted earnings in Q1 led to one of the strongest upside surprises in history, resulting in
significantly higher earnings revisions.
➢ Blended earnings growth rates hit the roof this quarter. It reached 51.9% for the S&P500 and
93.3% for the Euro Stoxx 600. The spike in earnings led to normalization in values and we
expect multiples to continue to cool off as earnings recover over the course of the year.
Additionally, inflations fears could be a catalyst for a moderation in market strength.
Multiples normalization

Source : Factset, Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Straegy as of June 3rd 2021
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5. Equities : Companies have been piling up cash
Amid the pandemic, companies in many industries have been paying down debt and piling up cash.
The growing cash balances have hit record level. We expect companies to spend their money as they
are more optimistic on the economic recovery and on the outlook for their business:
➢ Capex should accelerate. Companies are adapting their businesses to new trends, mainly
decarbonization and digitalization.
➢ We expect M&A to gain steam this year.

➢ Executives could boost shareholders rewards through dividends and share repurchases.
Net debt / Market Capitalisation

Cash / Total assets

Note : Net debt excluding all lease liabilities, MSCi Europe excluding Financials and Automotive sector
Source : Facset, SG Cross Asset Reserch/Equity Strategy as of May 12th 2021
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5. Equities : Tech stocks drop on inflation jitters
➢ Growth stocks (including tech-related stocks) tend to underperform when inflation is high (CPI
YoY above 3%), but perform well in a normalized inflationary environment. The volatility in the
tech sector will last for some months, but doesn’t represents a main concern.
US sectors historical average monthly total return in different CPI regimes (YoY%)

Source : Factset ; Pictet Trading Strategy; as of 26/05/2021

➢ Investors are favoring “recovery” stocks over “stay-at-home” stocks which is weighting on the
Technology sector despite its strong fundamentals. The rotation from growth stock toward
cyclical stock should continue during the year. Cyclical benefits more from the economic
reopening and still remains cheap.
➢ In a rotational market, pullbacks could represent good opportunities to buy longer terms secular
trends.
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6. Green Gazette
➢

The EU carbon price has extended its record-breaking rally to jump above EUR 50 a tonne for the first time,
pushing up the cost of polluting in the block to more than double its pre-pandemic level.

➢

The price of copper needs to rise 50% to encourage enough new supply to meet projected demand from the
global green revolution, according to Ivan Glasenberg, the CEO of Glencore.

➢

He also said the car industry in the US and Europe risks being left behind by Chinese rivals unless they secure
supplies of cobalt (it is used in lithium-ion batteries).

➢

Martin Daum, chair of Daimler Truck, the industry leader, said that diesel trucks would dominate sales for the
next three to four years but hydrogen would take off as fuel between 2027 and 2030 before going “steeply up”.

➢

EMD Group, which is working on Adani Entreprises’ Carmichael mine, said in an appeal at a parliamentary
inquiry that is may have to ask the government for insurance since it had failed to obtain insurance for the
project due to environmental concerns, underscoring how financing for the fuel in Australia has dried up.

➢

Renault and Nissan will be among the first carmakers to sell 1 million electric vehicles using their joint battery
system, putting them alongside Tesla and Volkswagen as industry leaders.

➢

The IEA call for end to new oil and gas exploration from this year if global warming is to be kept in check. The
agency also said an unprecedent jump in spending on low-carbon technologies would also be required- about
USD 5 trillion a year by 2030 from about USD 2 trillion today.

➢

In the Netherlands, a district court in The Hague ruled in favour of climate campaigners challenging Shell,
saying that the Anglo-Dutch oil producer needed to lower its emissions by 45% by 2030 from 2019 levels, a
much faster rate than the group had planned.

➢

In the US, Exxon shareholders defied the company’s management to elect at least two new board members
proposed by a hedge fund (Engine No 1) that launched an activist campaign in December.
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6. Green Gazette

Source: EV Volumes, Worldometer.
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7. Crypto hangover
Most cryptos took a dive in
May after China decided to
prohibit financial institutions
from carrying out business
using cryptocurrencies, and
after Elon Musk’s announced
that Tesla would no longer
accept Bitcoin payments due
to climate impact concerns.
As we have repeatedly told,
the road ahead will be bumpy,
but the phenomenon is now
so established that it seems
unlikely to vanish.
All cryptos still have an
impressive YTD performance
(Bitcoin and Ethereum are
respectively up 26.5% and
251%).

Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, CoinMarketCap.
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7. Crypto hangover
➢ Energy consumption on some scale is a feature of cryptos. But a greener version of digital currencies is, in
theory, possible.

➢ Bitcoin’s code, for example, could switch to a less energy-intensive mechanism. Ether has already been
working on a shift to this model for more than two years.
➢ Much heavier reliance on renewable energy would also soften the impact.

Source: Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption Index, FT.
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Conclusions
➢

Vaccination campaign is on track in developed countries. Countries
with best logistic execution may be the winners. Local clusters will
continue to emerge, but remain under control.

➢

Central Banks are you friends (more than ever) !

➢

Look for decorrelated asset and strategies.

➢

Avoid Zombie company bonds, crisis will impact default rates !

➢

Crypto assets are taking more and more place in the landscape but will
continue to face various headwinds.
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Appendix
1. Equities vs bonds ?
2. Bitcoin
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Appendix 1: Equities vs bonds ?
➢

Dividend yields are again higher then interest rates on both sides of the Atlantic.

Eurostoxx 50 dividend yield vs 2-year Bund yield (blue)

S&P 500 dividend yield vs 2-year US Treasury yield (blue)

1.3725
2.1611

-0.6621
0.1407

Source: Bloomberg, 31/05/21.
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Appendix 2: Bitcoin
BTC / USD

Source: Bloomberg, 31/05/2021.
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Disclaimer :
This document is made available exclusively to clients of Weisshorn Asset
Management under discretionary portfolio management who has expressly
requested to receive such information and documents (such as analysis, research,
report, commentary and/or fact sheet). It shall not be communicated to any third
party.
The information and opinions (including positioning) contained on this document
are for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, offer or recommendation
to sell or acquire any securities, effect any transaction or to enter into any legal
relations. More particularly, no information, document or opinions (including
positioning) provided on this website regarding services or products shall constitute
or be construed as an offer or solicitation to sell or acquire securities or other
instruments in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation is prohibited by law
or in which the person making an offer or solicitation is not licensed or registered to
do so or to any person to whom such offer or solicitation is contradictory to local
law or regulation. Any such prohibited offer or solicitation is void and Weisshorn
Asset Management will disregard any communication received in respect thereof.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of current or
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
regarding future performance. Clients are urged to be assisted by professionals to
assess the possibilities and risks associated with any financial operation before
making any investment or other decisions.
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